Port Phillip Estate
Mornington Peninsula

An alchemy of
architecture and wine
What began as a modest retirement project subsequently evolved into one of the
shining jewels of the Mornington Peninsula wine region, with panoramic views over
undulating vineyards and the sea.
Following the initial acquisition of the Port Phillip Estate vineyard in 2000,
Giorgio Gjergja, a successful electrical manufacturer, and wife Dianne grew the
operations exponentially before passing over the reins to children Marco and Melissa
10 years later.

“Originally it started as a hobby business with just 4 hectares (10 acres) under vines

and where we just grew the fruit. These days we have about 60 hectares (150 acres), a
cellar door, restaurant and accommodation,” Marco says.
The purchase of Kooyong winery and vineyards in 2004 underscored the scale of the
family’s ambitions and led, naturally, to the construction of a single, unifying cellar
door where over 20 estate and single-vineyard wines can be sampled. “We found
this parcel of land and the business owner was keen to sell it so we knew this was the
perfect location for our restaurant and cellar door. Mum always had a keen interest in
architecture so we started sourcing architects together,” says Marco.
According to Marco, the design vision was to “deliver the unexpected where the
natural meets contemporary design.” They wanted to produce something that
couldn’t already be imagined; uncompromising architecture.
Marco had long admired the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art in
Melbourne’s Southbank arts precinct, designed by Wood Marsh Architects. He
improvised a tour of other projects by the architects, and when the tour was over
the family decided to commission Wood Marsh. “We loved the work of Roger
Wood and Randal Marsh and their very solid brutalist sculpture style and wanted something
that we couldn’t dream up ourselves,” Marco and Melissa recall.
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The architects responded to the brief with a sensitivity to the environment and
provided a robust building that celebrates the rural seaside landscape and maritime
context. According to Wood Marsh: “It encapsulates the essence of winemaking and
presents a bold and simple gesture to the public.”

“When the plans were revealed, it was not what we had expected. We had seen very
rectangular shapes with these architects and this was quite different. It turned out to
be even better than we expected,” says Marco.
Port Phillip Estate emanates from the landscape as it unfurls across the ridge,
spiralling from the ground and rising to form the dramatic 120-metre-long
(394-foot-long) wall. This abstract sculptural form made from limestone rammed
earth conceals much of the building.
Roger Wood, founding partner of Wood Marsh, describes the organic form of the
building: “Understanding the importance of temperature stability in winemaking
and looking at the site, we thought it would be a great idea to bury a substantial
portion of the building. The submerged oval shape spirals out of the ground as an
earth wall with a single portal entry, simultaneously creating a barrier to the view
upon approach. The form is meant to look like a relic from an ancient civilisation,
like an Inca ruin built long ago, and through erosion, it’s been exposed over time.
Similarly, it could have been a giant fossil of a whale or a massive broken shell that
has washed up in a from the Jurassic period.”
Overlooking picturesque vineyards, Westernport Bay and Bass Strait, the heavy wall
is punctured by the main entry, which reveals a striking vista to the coastal views
beyond. A large restaurant and cellar door with an outdoor terrace also take full
advantage of this view.
A grand ceremonial staircase leads down past the administration areas into the
underbelly of the building where state-of-the-art bottling facilities are housed. The
ceiling of the barrel storage room is reminiscent of a cathedral undercroft, and a
deliberate layering of functionality to the building includes luxury accommodation
below the restaurant.
Roger recalls, “We based the submerged cellar on an abstraction of a sixteenthcentury French wine château. In the Bordeaux and Burgundy regions, the wineries
would have chalk caves underground, and production, offices and accommodation on
separate levels above. Combining those ideas with the environmental considerations,
the wine storage and barrel room is buried to maintain consistent temperature
and humidity, which is critical in winemaking. As in the château model, the stair
becomes the conduit between the chalk cave and the accommodation. We wanted it
to be a grand and powerful statement because it links the function of the building to
the enjoyment of the building – the winemaking and the wine drinking.”
The architects have used a restrained palette of materials throughout the building
‘referencing textures and colours that are reminiscent of the harsh Australian
environment’. Burnt timbers and sun-bleached rammed earth feature predominantly,
highlighting their inherent character.
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The practical nature of the building includes many sustainable features, reflective
of the ongoing philosophy of environmental responsibility at Wood Marsh, and
a fundamental tenet of all the Gjergja family businesses. The exterior walls shield
interior spaces from the low sun and provide excellent insulation while the belowground barrel room forms a natural temperature-controlled cellar space, without the
need for air-conditioning.
Port Phillip Estate was honoured with two prestigious awards at the 2010
Australian Institute of Architects Awards – the National Award for Commercial
Architecture and the National Award for Interior Architecture, as well as top prize
for Commercial Architecture at the 2010 Victorian Architecture Awards. The jury
concluded, “The architectural quality, the quality of the wine, food and hospitality
merge completely to form one immensely satisfying experience.”
The importance of the architecture in enhancing this wine destination is conveyed
with the prominent placement of the architectural model in the main entrance foyer
of the estate, where visitors cannot help but stop and admire the beautiful curved
conceptual forms.
Roger believes, “By investing in architecture, our client showed enormous
confidence in the wine industry and specifically the Mornington Peninsula region.”
An investment that has clearly paid off.
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